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Everything you�ve always
wanted to know about

polymer clay
techniques
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About me & PolyPediaOnline

Hello! :)
My name is Iris Mishly and I am a polymer clay artist from Israel.
Coincidence led me to discover polymer clay in November 2004, I took one class,
and knew it was different than anything I'd ever done before. Fascinated with the
magical world of color and form, transparency and opaque, I was instantly hooked.

My main mission is to offer you - artists and hobbyists from all over the world to
learn from my experience without getting up of your chair: Tutorials, Free Articles
and Videos are offerd to you - where ever you are across the globe.

As polymer clay is constantly evolving, I am continuously working and thinking of
new ideas of using this material to share with you in my tutorials.
If you want to learn new techniques in polymer clay, find out the most important
time saving tips, maybe you want to become an expert, and turn your hobby to
your livelihood - You are welcome to learn more from the 37 most innovative,
informative, up-to-date, advanced and high-quality tutorials offered online.

In this catalog you will find the most updated information on my 37 PDf and video
tutorials, many of them include several projects in a single tutorial, making
PolyPediaOnline the most detailed and comprehensive polymer clay teaching
resource online.

Under each tutorial you will find an active link to direct you to PolyPediaOnline
website for more details and pricing. Some tutorials have special deals or bundles
so check them out.

I am certain that you will find a new and exciting technique you wish to learn and
give yourself a special gift that will upgrade your polymer clay skills.

As always, I will be happy to answer any question or query regarding my master
classes, and if you have a special request, please email me to imishly@gmail.com
and I may consider creating  a special tutorial just for you! :)

thank you for your time!
Iris.



Millefiori Canes Techniques -
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 1 - How to create backgroundless petal and flower canes
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 2 - How to create center millefiori canes for flowers
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 3 - How to create fruit millefiori canes
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 4 - How to create animal skin print millefiori canes
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 5 - How to create heart pillow beads with pattern sheet
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 6 - How to create Kaleidoscope and symmetric millefiori canes
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 7 - How to create geometric millefiori canes
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 8 - How to create butterflies millefiori canes (PDF + Video)
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 9 - How to create roses millefiori canes (PDF + Videos)
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 10 - How to create signature name cane

Advanced Millefiori flower canes - 2 tutorials, 9 designs -
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 26 - Advanced millefiori flower canes (4 canes) - PDF and Videos
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 27 - Advanced millefiori flower canes (5 canes) - PDF and Videos

Fantasy Millefiori Leaves & Petal Canes - 4 tutorials,
14 multi-purpose leaves/petals/flower canes -
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 34 - Fantasy millefiori leaves/petals/flower canes (3 canes) - PDF and Videos
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 35 - Fantasy millefiori leaves/petals/flower canes (4 canes) - PDF and Videos
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 36 - Fantasy millefiori leaves/petals/flower canes (3 canes) - PDF and Videos
PolyPediaOnline Vol. 37 - Fantasy millefiori leaves/petals/flower canes (4 canes) - PDF and Videos

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 21,22,23 - The "Millefiori Celebration" Tutorial, How to use polymer clay millefiori canes -
* How to create a Set of Millefiori Coasters and a stand project + VIDEO
* How to create 2 Unique Millefiori Business Card Holders Project + Templates
* How to create Millefiori Covered Beads with a Twist
* How to create 2 Versions of Millefiori Metal Bangles Project
* How to create a Millefiori Bracelet and a napkin holder project + VIDEO
* How to create a Millefiori pen with a stand project
* How to create Millefiori letters decorations project + VIDEO
* How to create a Millefiori bottle stopper project
* How to create Millefiori buttons or bookmarks project
* How to create a Millefiori Metal Case Business Card Tutorial
* How to create a Millefiori Key Chain Notebook Tutorial
* How to create a Millefiori Pocket Mirror Tutorial (2 versions)
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Millefiori Canes Techniques - Creating Canes & Products
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Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.

Advanced,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is required to achieve
good results.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 11 - How to create hollow folded stripes bracelet

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 12 - How to create fun millefiori polymer clay bugs

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 14 - How to create Geometric Mosquito Necklace

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 15 - How to create Mystifying Floral Brooch

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 16 - How to create The Wavy Cuff (3 versions)

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 17 - How to transfer a drawing using color pencils & oil pastels

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 18 - How to create Disc-Chic Jewelry

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 24 - "See-Through" Jewelry (5 designs) Leather like + VIDEO

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 25 - The Brocade Collection - The guide to polymer clay wearable art, pouches,

                                              purses, boxes and jewelry + 8 VIDEOS and CD's Kit

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 28 - The Mosquito Pack - PolymerCAFE publication, Mosquito Jewelry - All you

                                              wanted to know about creating thin polymer clay beads and forms that are

                                               strong, durable, flexible and light weight

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 29 - The Mosquito Pack - High-Tech Pixel Framed Brooch - PDF and video

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 30 - The Mosquito Pack - Mesh Sculpted Flowers - PDF and video

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 31 - "Fold Your Way with Polymer Clay" - The most comprehensive chapter on how

                                                to create "foldable clay" using folding techniques - PDF and 8 Videos

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 32 - Black & White Weaved Cuff - Learn the weaving technique to create an elegant

                                             and minimalist jewel.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 33 - "Cinnamon Rolls" Bracelet - 3 dimensional design using geometric elements

                                               and patterns - PDF and video

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 38 - The SkyScraper Technique - Necklace, Bracelet and Brooch Tutorial & Video

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 39 - The �Flakes� Technique, DiscChic Jewelry & Faux Stanined Glass Flower & Video

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 40 - INKredible polymer - 5 Jewelry Projects - Alcohol Ink and Polymer Clay, 3 Videos

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 41 - INKredible polymer - 5 Jewelry Projects - Alcohol Ink and Polymer Clay, 3 Videos

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 42 - INKredible polymer - 5 Jewelry Projects - Alcohol Ink and Polymer Clay, 2 Videos
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Jewelry and Final Products Tutorials PAGE
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Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.

Advanced,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is required to achieve
good results.



PediaOnline Vol. 19 - Carving 101 - Make your own handmade stamps using scrap clay,

                                     carving tools and paints

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 28 - The Mosquito Pack - PolymerCAFE publication, Mosquito Jewelry - All you

                                              wanted to know about creating thin polymer clay beads and forms that are

                                              strong, durable, flexible and light weight

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 29 - The Mosquito Pack - High-Tech Pixel Framed Brooch - PDF and video

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 30 - The Mosquito Pack - Mesh Sculpted Flowers - PDF and video

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 31 - "Fold Your Way with Polymer Clay" - The most comprehensive chapter on how

                                               to create "foldable clay" using folding techniques - PDF and 8 Videos

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 32 - Black & White Weaved Cuff - Learn the weaving technique to create an elegant

                                             and minimalist jewel.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 33 - "Cinnamon Rolls" Bracelet - 3 dimensional design using geometric elements

                                             and patterns - PDF and video
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Special Techniques Tutorials
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PolyPediaOnline Vol. 5 - How to create heart pillow beads and pattern sheets

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 13 - How to create Flip-flop beads, ice-cream lolly beads, beach ball beads

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 20 - How to How to create beautiful puffy beads using scrap clay, handmade molds

                                              and cookie cutters

Fun and Original Beads Tutorials
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Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.

Advanced,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is required to achieve
good results.



In this one-of-a-kind tutorial you will learn how to create six colorful polymer clay
backgroundless Millefiori petals and flower canes.

My 1st and most popular Backgroundless millefiori canes tutorial demonstrates how to create
6 different backgroundless millefiori petals canes & variations, with clear and detailed instructions,
26 pages and about 70 full-color pictures to guide you through.
These petals can be used as leaves, as flowers or applied in another millefiori project.

Why do we need backgroundless canes?
These canes are easier to apply and use, we do not have to worry about the "translucent halo"
background, and they are
beautifully shaped!
Included! useful tips for handling
backgroundless flower canes!

Table of content covered:
- Tools & materials
- Squashed Petal (Half Press)
- Squashed Petal (Full Press)
- 2 skinner blend petal
- 3 color Skinner blend petal and middle
- "Flame" petal with stripes & inserts
- Upside "flame" petal
- Accordion fold petal and inserts

Pre-requisites: Previous experience with skinner blends & polymer clay is helpful
* if you are interested in advanced flower techniques demonstrated with videos, please refer to Vol. 26,
27, 34, 35, 36 & 37.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 1
Millefiori �Backgroundless� Flower Canes

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog      *Backgroundless flower canes term is copyrighted to PolyPediaOnline

Best Seller!
More than 300
tutorials sold!

I bought the borderless flower cane and animal skin tutorials and they are wonderful!! I can't
wait to try them. They are so well written and very easy to follow even for a novice like me!!
Thank you so much!!
jdeleonsclayplace / March 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Millefiori-Tutorials#poly1Click HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 2
Millefiori Center Flower Canes

Vol. 2 offers 10 great ideas to create wonderful polymer clay center canes for your millefiori
flower canes.
Ended up with a wonderful petal but you can�t seem to find an idea for a flower center?
Looking for easy & simple canes to start expanding your millefiori skills with?

This tutorial demonstrates how to create 10 different flower centers canes, with clear and detailed
instructions, 29 pages and about 100+ full-color pictures to guide you through.

These centers canes can be used both as individual canes and as center canes surrounded by
colorful petals. Slices of these canes can be used as a part of a bigger design, as a flat pattern
sheet, or in other projects.

Table of content covered:
- Tools & materials
- Stripy Jellyroll
- Stripy Jellyroll skinner blended
- Curled Skinner Blend (rose curl)
- A grouped skinner blends
- Mosaic Center (reduced)
- Check board center
- ClayGun (extruder) Retro Center
- Jellyroll Kaleidoscope
- Striped Bullseye (skinner blended)
- Rosy center

The two red flower canes shown in the photo are a visual demo of how 2 of the centers looks like when they are joined
with petals, petals tutorials are not included in this class.

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Received your tutorials. Am very pleased as to how prompt you were. They are great. Hope
to keep in touch for more great tutorials. I am very happy with them. Easy to read and fun to
do.
Sylvia Starr / Feb 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Millefiori-Tutorials#poly2Click HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 3
Millefiori Fruit Canes

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Vol. 3 tutorial offers 9 ideas to create polymer clay fruit canes!
Need canes for your miniature doll houses? Miniature food? Nail art? This tutorial
is for you!

Vol.3 tutorial demonstrates how to create 9 different Fruit Millefiori Canes with clear and
detailed instructions, 37 pages and about 150+ full-color pictures to guide you through.

These canes will be perfect for your nail art, beads & jewelry, slices of these canes can be
used as a part of a bigger design, as a flat pattern sheet (see Vol. 22 - letters project), jewelry,
pendants or in beads.

Table of content covered:
- Tools & materials
- Strawberry Cane
- Kiwi Cane
- Apple Cane � version 1
- Apple Cane � version 2
- Banana Cane
- Pear Cane
- Watermelon Cane
- Citrus Canes� Blood Grapefruit, Orange, Lemon, Lime
- Dragon Fruit Cane

Pre-requisites: Some previous experience with skinner blends polymer clay is helpful

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

After asking for your free tutorials I have been so surprised! I have never seen such
understandable tutorials! Thank you so much for so much help and new ideas. Now I have
decided to try your tutorials you sell. I am so excited! :-)
kirsten illgner from Germany / Feb 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Millefiori-Tutorials#poly3Click HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



Vol. 4 offers 7 �wild� Ideas to how to create polymer clay animal print/skin millefiori
canes.
Looking for an original pattern sheet for your beads? bracelets? pendants?
Want to create wonderful jewelry to match your �wi ld� outfit?

Vol. 4 tutorial demonstrates how to create 7 different Animal Skin Millefiori canes with clear
and detailed instructions, 20 pages and about 60 full-color pictures to guide you through.
The beauty in these canes is that they don�t have to be 100% accurate!
Free hand is welcome in this project!

Table of content covered:
 - Introduction
- Tools & materials
- Giraffe Cane
- Tiger Cane
- Leopard Cane & white leopard
- Zebra Cane � version 1
- Zebra Cane � version 2
- Cow cane & Dalmatian cane
- Snake Skin Cane

Pre-requisites: Some previous experience with skinner blends
polymer clay is helpful

Upper Photo: Showing heart beads covered with animal print canes.
Heart tutorial not included in the file (see vol. 5 for heart beads tutorial)

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 4
Millefiori Animal Print/Skin Canes

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

Word can not express how great your tutorials are. You are so kind to share free tutorials. I
recommend all of your tutorials. The best I have ever seen. I will continue buying as long as
you write the tutorials. Keep them coming.
You cant go wrong buying these tutorials. Iris, Thank you so much ! ! !
KyClay (qcart) / Jan 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Millefiori-Tutorials#poly4Click HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 5
Millefiori Heart Pillow Beads

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

ESPECIALLY FOR Heart Lovers! A Valentine project!
In Vol. 5 you will learn how to create wonderful polymer clay heart pillow beads
that are fun, �puffy� and colorful!
The perfect project for your valentine gifts or just for fun!

Vol. 5 tutorial demonstrates how to create polymer clay heart pillow beads, a pattern sheet
and stripes sheet to create a high end bead. With clear and detailed instructions, 16 pages
and about 50+ full-color pictures to guide you through.

The tutorial is a final project! Use your clay and canes and be your own designer by combining
these beads in your own work! Keychains, beads, necklaces, pendants - they will be perfect
addition on every jewel or accessory!

For this project you will need pre-made millefiori canes, canes tutorials are not included.

Table of content covered -
- Tools & materials
- Pattern Sheet
- Making the heart pillow bead
- Stripes sheet
- Photos of more pillow beads

Pre-requisites: previous experience with polymer clay millefiori canning
is required.

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

thank you for the fantastic tutorials. Iris delivers always on content and service. Her tutorials
are easy to understand and suitable both for the novice as well as experienced clayer. The
photography is excellent. This way of delivering clay education is invaluable espec ially for
those who are geographically challenged. I look forward to more tutorials and am grateful
that Iris is prepared to share her knowledge.
Cara Letho, Australia / Jan 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Millefiori-Tutorials#poly5Click HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



There are 1000 ways to create a symmetric, mirror-cut, kaleidoscope cane.
Variations are endless.

This tutorial demonstrates how to create 6 Symmetric millefiori canes, a small demonstration
in the ocean of possible canes!
Leftovers canes, extruded clay, stripes sheets, skinner blends - all combined into �wow�
looking cane.

Clear detailed instructions, 50 pages and about 150+ full-color pictures to guide you
through.

Table of content covered:
- Introduction
- Tools & materials
- Basic triangle Symmetric  Mirror cut cane
- Quilt  Mirror cut cane
- Skinner Blend wind Wheel Mirror cane
- Peacock feather  Mirror cut cane
- �Butterfly like� Mirror cut cane
- Petal & flowery  Mirror cut cane

Pre-requisites: Some previous experience with skinner blends is helpful.
The tutorial is a technique tutorial and does not include a final project.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 6
Millefiori Kaleidoscope/Mirror Cut Canes

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

Iris, just received your tutorials and can't wait to begin. On my way to my studio now to see
what I can do. Thanks SO much!
Vee Grant / March 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Millefiori-Tutorials#poly6Click HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



I love geometric designs!
Vol. 7 offers nine Geometric millefiori canes that will upgrade every project.

This tutorial focuses on geometric canes - how to create 9 different geometric canes -
stripes, squares, rounds, dots, triangles you can use in endless variations.

Clear and detailed instructions, 33 pages and about 100+ full-color pictures to guide you
through.

Table of content covered:
Tools & materials
1 Stripes Cane
2 Skinner blended jelly roll
3 Orange dotted cane
4  Stripy round/square cane
5 Retro extruded cane
6 Triangle quilted cane
7 Stripes check board cane
8 Geometric flower cane
9 Psychedelic 3d Cane
10 Bonus - Stripy Kaleidoscope

Pre-requisites: Some previous experience with skinner blends is helpful.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 7
Millefiori Geometric Canes

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

Congratulations Iris, I'm from Brazil and this week I got the symmetric tutorial, I found
wonderful, all very well photographed and explained, soon I'll post a photo.
Savacc, Brazil, Jan 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Millefiori-Tutorials#poly7Click HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



Abstract or realistic - butterflies are always a wonder!

Vol. 8 tutorial focuses on butterfly canes - how to create 2 butterfly canes + a bonus of a
"petal" butterfly.
You can create new canes by variations and additions to the canes offered in this tutorial,
providing you lots of new and exciting possibilities!

Clear and detailed instructions, 39 pages and about 130+ full-color pictures to guide you
through.

Table of content covered:
Introduction
Tools & materials
2 sided wing butterfly Cane
Side view butterfly � On the flight
�Petal� Butterfly  Cane

When purchasing this tutorial you will get FREE access to a password
protected video showing my process of building a butterfly cane.

Pre-requisites: Some previous experience with skinner blends is helpful.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 8
Millefiori Butterflies Canes

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Perfect, the tuts are absolutely great, clear written instructions, excellent pics, I can only
recommend Iris, thank you very much.
Mara, Oct 2010

Customers say...

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Millefiori-Tutorials#poly8Click HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



Roses are the most romantic and amazing flowers.
Vol. 9 tutorial focuses on creating roses canes - how to create 7 different roses canes
in all kinds of shapes and colors.

You can create new canes by variations and additions to the canes offered in this
tutorial, providing you lots of new and exciting possibilities!
Clear and detailed instructions, 104(!) pages and about 370+ full-color pictures to
guide you through.

Table of content covered:
Tools & materials
Classic Rose Cane + opposite shades leaf cane
Feathery Rose Cane
One Color Outlined Rose Cane
3D (Cabbage) Rose Cane
Closed Rose Bud Cane
Two Color shades 3D Rose Cane
Open Rose Bud Cane

Due to the size of this tutorial, it will be sent in 2 files by email.

When purchasing this deal you will get FREE access to password
protected videos showing me work on my rose canes.
Pre-requisites: Some previous experience with skinner blends is helpful.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 9
Millefiori Roses Canes

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

Your tutorials (I bought the Rose and Butterfly) are absolutely SUPERB in every way. I've been
making canes for about 10 years and it's hard to find anything new that gets me excited, your
tutorials did it for me! Thank you so very very much for putting them together and sharing
with us. I must admit that at first I thought the price was a wee bit high, but after seeing what
you put into making the tutorials the price is a BARGAIN.
Cathy harm / Oct 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Millefiori-Tutorials#poly9Click HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



A Signature Name Cane is a wonderful way to personalize your pieces.

Vol. 10  tutorial  focuses on signature name cane with clear and detailed instructions, 19
pages and about 60 full-color pictures to guide you through.

Use your preferred colors, calligraphy and create your own
personal signature cane to sign your polymer clay work.

Table of content covered:
Introduction
Tools & materials
Signature Name Cane

Pre-requisites:  Some previous experience with polymer clay is
helpful.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 10
Millefiori Signature Name Canes

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

First let me just say I am a big fan of your art and the gorgeous beads you make!!! Your
tutorials live up to your reputation. The pictures are perfect and plenty of them. Thank you
much for the bonus tutorial. I will be playing with canes the next couple days. Super great!!!
Diane - Claydict02 / Oct 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Millefiori-Tutorials#poly10Click HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



I have always wanted to create large, bold jewelry pieces with lots of presence.
Something that grabs peoples� attention, leading them to inquire about both the
material and design.
�How did you do that? Is it heavy? What is it made of?�

Vol. 11  tutorial demonstrates both how to create a large hollow form bracelet using an armature
made of aluminum foil & clay and decorated with �fabric� striped skinner-blended cane.

The bracelet folded appearance resembles a wrapped fabric.
This project is a demonstration on creating large sized jewelry or sculpturing while being light
weight and innovative.

The tutorial is a combination of hollow techniques and millefiori  stripes
cane made in a unique way.

With 25 pages and more than 100 photos to guide you through, your
success is guaranteed.

Class level - Intermediate.

Pre-requisites:  previous experience with polymer clay
and skinner blends is helpful.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 11
Hollow folded stripes bracelet

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

Highly recommended! The turorial arrived within a very few hours- I also recommend anybody
interested in polymer clay to have a look at Iris�s website, where you will find an awesome
amount of information available on the subject !!
Mary Ann Nelson (ZarafaDesigns) / Jan 2012

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Jewelry-and-Final-Products-Tutorials#poly11Click HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



Although none of us like them on our floor, these polymer clay colorful bugs are
charming and so cute!
They are a sure hit on any jacket, shirt or bag and will give an extra chic of color
as a magnet or a bead too!

Be prepared! people may want to hold and touch these little bugs of yours!

The colorful bugs are fun to make as they are pretty - choose your clay, colors, canes,
patterns, stamps, texture, shape, cutters, beads and the game begins!

For this tutorial you will need pre-made millefiori canes.

19 pages PDF file and more than 80 photos.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 12
Fun Millefiori Bugs Tutorial

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

Great tutorials. Detailed photos, nice advice. Got the tutorials very fast after purchase, and
Iris provides after sales support, which i value a lot! I am very happy with this purchase!!
lisa lisaki  / Nov 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Jewelry-and-Final-Products-Tutorials#poly12Click HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



3 PolyPediaOnline Summer Classes -The perfect combination of fun, and
excitement!

This 3-in-1 summer theme tutorials will teach you how to create my popular fashionable
(and comfortable!) flip flop beads you can use as charms for cell phones, keychains,
earrings, pendants and more, you will learn how to create round and colorful beach
ball beads and last - cool popsicle beads - ice, vanilla, chocolate, cream & strawberry
to create a beautiful charm bracelet!

3 PDF files for the price of 1!
3 versions of polymer clay Flip-Flops -
In this tutorial you will find 3 different variations of my special comfortable fashionable flip
flops -flip-flops with striped canes and polymer clay straps, flip-flops with seed beads and wire
and millefiori canes, and flip-flops with cute feet in it!
23 pages and about 80+ full-color pictures to guide you through.

Colorful beach ball beads -
This tutorial focuses on easy colorful & stylish stripy beach ball beads you can use as charms
for any project.
Clear and detailed instructions, 7 pages and about 30+ full-color pictures to guide you through.

Popsicles charm bracelet -
Have fun with this irresistible and joyous tutorial, great for adults and super fun with kids!
12 pages and about 40 full-color pictures to guide you through.

Class level - Beginners and above.

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 13
Summer TRIO! 3 in 1!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

I just cannot say enough about these tutorials. They are amazing. So clear and detailed and
easy for the beginner (like me). I can't wait to make more and try new things! THANK YOU!!!
Nuttermommy  / Sep 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Beads-Tutorials#poly13Click HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



The "Mosquito" technique was invented back in 2008 when I was looking
for an idea to create strong, flexible and light weight beads.

Vol. 15 necklace design is a variation of my �PolymerCAFE� 2009publication
which demonstrated a unique design for creating strong curly beads that
are flexible and bendable (see vol. 28)

In this current design, I used the same technique, only the beads are flat
and �the windows� were left �open� so the mesh can be seen through.

These flat beads can be made using all kinds of clays, colors, textures, powders,
paints & skinner blends. Their beauty is in their uniqueness, The mesh-polymer
combination makes them look very elegant and stylish.

With 14 pages, more than 50 photos and lot's of steps to guide you through.

This tutorial is a part of the �Mosquito Pack�
tutorials (Vol. 14, Vol. 15,
Bracelet project from Vol. 24,
Vol. 28, Vol. 29 & Vol. 30

Pre-requisites: Some previous experience with polymer clay is helpful

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 14
Geometric �Mosquito� Necklace Tutorial

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

HI Iris, I just finished your Mosquito Necklace and it was so much
fun to do. Everyone I show it to is simply awed by the mosquito
screen usage. It was so easy to follow your tutorial and now I am
ready to do the other necklace project. Thanks so much for sharing
your talent.
Dixie  / Aug 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Jewelry-and-Final-Products-Tutorials#poly14Click HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



The Mystifying Floral Brooch tutorial demonstrates how to create a trendy floral
design made of domed hollow beads, decorated with canes, textures, paints
and crayons and placed around a round shaped mesh.

The mystifying brooch is made of 6 unique beads, combined into one single design.
You can create these beads using all kinds of clays, sizes, colors, textures, powders, paints,
skinner blends, they can be pierced and threaded into a necklace or used in other
creations.

With an elegant combination of mesh and polymer, you will learn my special technique
for making half domed beads which can be applied to many of your creations.

17 pages PDF file, more than 50 photos and lot's of steps to guide you through.

This tutorial is a part of the �Mosquito Pack� tutorials
(Vol. 14, Vol. 15, Bracelet from Vol. 24, Vol. 28,
Vol. 29, Vol. 30)

Pre-requisites: Some previous experience with polymer clay is helpful

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 15
Mystifying Floral Brooch Tutorial

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

Iris,
I have enjoyed your tutorial very much. I have learned alot. I highly
I recommend your tutorias to anyone who wants to improve thier
skills.
Barbara Case / Nov 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Jewelry-and-Final-Products-Tutorials#poly15Click HERE!

Class Level

Advanced,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is required to achieve
good results.



The Wavy cuff tutorial offers 3 cuff/bracelets designs and variations on the
design.

Vol. 16 tutorial demonstrates the creation of wavy bracelets/cuffs using
domed,  semi-hollow forms that are placed on the piece and imitate a wavy
flowing look.

These wavy designs are using hollow forms and decorated with millefiori veneer
to create an appealing design.

This tutorial is a combination of 2 techniques shown in the Hollow Folded Stripes
Bracelet tutorial (Vol. 11) and the Mystifying Brooch Tutorial (Vol. 15) that were joint
into one design.
You can take these techniques and apply them on many designs - beads, pendants,
brooches, hair decor, etc.

With 29 pages, more than 120 photos and lot's of steps to guide you through.

Pre-requisites: Some previous experience with skinner blends is helpful

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 16
The Wavy Cuff Tutorial - 3 Designs

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Great Value!
Available in the

2 for 30$
or 4 for 55$

deal!

Excellent tutorials!!! Easy to read and follow and lots of little extras
too!! Best tutorials so far!!

WyndsongDesigns (Etsy) / Sep 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Jewelry-and-Final-Products-Tutorials#poly16Click HERE!

Class Level

Advanced,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is required to achieve
good results.



Vol. 17 �3-in-1� has  all the information you need to design and create jewelry
and image transfers using color pencils, pastels, crayons and liquid polymer clay.

In this 43 pages tutorial you will learn how to transfer a drawing or a sketch into clay using
color pencils and oil pastels; it can be an artistic sketch, the name of a friend on a
brooch/barrette, a photocopy tinted with colors or your own drawing.
Paint on clay and use it as your canvas!

Lot's of detailed tips for drawing, bead building, layering, cutting, attaching, curing, finishing
and stringing, The class includes all the steps required to finish your products and trouble
shooting on the relevant sections.
43 pages and more than 200 photos to guide you through.

The 3 projects -
"Pencil Celebration" Bracelet tutorial
A sophisticated angular square bracelet with a different design on each side and an elegant stripes
background. The bracelet has no armature and is based on 4 "tiles" holding each other on 4 sides.
A Pastel Tile Necklace tutorial
Create tiles made of polymer clay, pastels & liquid polymer clay & a decoration of a silver leaf. It�s
another variation with different results.
The "ClipArtistic" Ring tutorial
Draw directly on polymer clay using the ring�s upper surface as a canvas! The watercolor shades of
the painting are so light and pleasing to the eye.  don't worry, you don't have to be a piccasso for
it ;)
                                 Pre-requisites: Some previous experience with polymer clay is helpful

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 17
�Paint Your Clay� Tutorial

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

A great tut, lots of possibilities for your own creativeness,
instructions well-written!
Godesigns / Jan 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/paint-on-clayClick HERE!

Class Level

Advanced,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is required to achieve
good results.



My Disc-Chic jewelry were featured in many sites, magazines and books.
Their refreshing concept, luxurious style & fancy look is what made them so appealing and very popular.

The PolyPediaOnline Disc-Chic Kit is your guide for making disc-shaped beads & donut beads using elegant
findings.
These colorful Disc-Chic flat beads can be made using all kinds of clays, colors, textures, powders, paints, skinner
blends and techniques you can think of, Their beauty is in their uniqueness, the combination of metal findings
& polymer clay looks very elegant and stylish.

In this comprehensive 48 pages, 200+ photos tutorial we will discuss the technique of applying polymer clay
to Disc findings, how to insert the clay inside the �bezel�, how to cover both sides of the metal (to avoid skin
irritation), how to pierce holes, and the different options for decoration.

I will walk you through several ways of stringing donut beads using 2 types of threads (cotton/wax threads).
You will learn quick and easy ways to string Disc-Chic beads in particular and donut beads in general, we will
cover my popular "Back-looping knot" and "the X" stringing. We will also cover a basic technique to string donut
beads.

Last, we will move to the next level of creating flat beads with clay backing decorated with a beautiful layered
carving technique that can upgrade your design.

INCLUDED - KIT of 20 Disc-Chic findings for your own creations SENT TO YOUR HOME!
and CD with all the videos showing the process of creating and stringing Disc-Chic jewelry.

Included - IDEA Bank! 9 extra designs & photos - Necklaces, brooches, magnets, rings, bracelets, pins and a
short description on how they were created.

It took me almost 2 years to build a winning jewel piece - You can make one within 2 hours tops!!

PolyPediaOnline Vol. 18
Disc-Chic Jewelry Tutorial & Videos

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog      *Backgroundless flower canes term is copyrighted to PolyPediaOnline

This tutorials are amazing. I have learn a lot from them and can't stop having great ideas
each time there is a new tutorial. Thanks teacher!!!
Rocio Rodriguez Torres / Oct 2010

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/DiscChic-TutorialSetClick HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 19
�Carving 101�

The "Carving 101� tutorial focuses on creating your own handmade stamps using
scrap clay, carving tools and paints.

This tutorial demonstrates a fun and easy method for creating your own stamps
(negative image) using scrap clay, carving tools, acrylic paints and sanding paper.

In this project I chose a magnet but the technique can be adapted to any kind of
design you like - smaller or larger, jewel or accessory. You can create endless designs
and endless stamps with your own words, drawings etc.

Clear and detailed instructions, 17 pages and over 40 photos to guide you through.

Class level - All levels

Table of content covered:
- Introduction
- Tools and materials
- How to make your stamp
- How to create your final stamped piece
- Photos of carving ideas

Pre-requisites: Some previous experience
with polymer clay is helpful

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Heart Theme
Project!

My wife and I wanted something fun for my mom who moved in
with us. We came across PolyPedia. Bought 6 guides, now all three
of us do polymer clay! Thank you Iris!
Harry "Chip" Elliott / April 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/polypediaonline-special-techniques-tutorials#poly19Click HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 20
Create beautiful puffy beads using scrap
clay, handmade molds and cookie cutters

The "Puffy Beads" tutorial demonstrates an easy technique for creating perfect
"puffy beads" out of your own handmade molds by using scrap clay and cookie
cutters. The technique is different than creating a "regular" pillow bead.

In this class I have chosen hearts and star beads, but you can create any design you
have in mind.

These beads can be used as charms or pendants, necklaces & earrings.

You will also learn how to create molds from found objects by embedding them in
scrap clay and duplicating identical beads over and over again.

Clear and detailed instructions, 22 pages and over 60 photos to guide you through.

Class level - All levels

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Heart Theme
Project!

Thank you so much, I love all the tutorials I have ordered and the
fact they came so quickly was bonus. Clear instructions with
beautiful photos, thank you so much!
Wendy Bester / Feb 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/PolyPediaOnline-Beads-Tutorials#poly20Click HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 21
How to use your millefiori canes to
create final products - Tutorial & Video

4 Projects & Ideas to Use Polymer Clay Millefiori  Canes

Millefiori canning in polymer clay is one of the popular niches and it's also my
favorite. Vol. 21 tutorial demonstrates 4 creative ideas for using polymer clay
millefiori canes in original ways.

This PDF file is the 1st volume on "The Complete How-to Use Millefiori Canes" for
creating colorful art.
The designs shown in this tutorial can be taken to almost any project, jewel, home
decor, accessories, wall  hanging - the possibi l it ies are endless.

Table of Content -
Project no. 1 - Millefiori Business Card Holder
Project no. 2 - Millefiori Divided Pattern Beads -
Project no. 3 - Millefiori Triangular Coasters + VIDEO
Project no. 4 - BONUS - Decorated millefiori metal
                                          bangles

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Tutorial does not include instructions to create millefiori canes,
please use pre-made canes.

I love your work, especially the colors youare using and mixing.
 Your tutorial are super clear and easy to learn. Thank you
Miriam Agardiova / Nov 2010

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/how_to_use_polymer_clay_millefiori_canesClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 22
How to use your millefiori canes to
create final products - Tutorial & Video

5 Projects & Ideas to Use Polymer Clay Millefiori Canes

Millefiori canning in polymer clay is one of the popular niches and it's also my
favorite. Vol. 22 tutorial demonstrates 5 creative ideas for using polymer clay
millefiori canes in original ways.

This PDF file is the 2nd volume on "The Complete How-to Use Millefiori Canes" for
creating colorful art.
The designs shown in this tutorial can be taken to almost any project, jewel, home
decor, accessories, wall hanging - the possibilities are endless.

Table of Content -
Project no. 1 - Millefiori Pen Covering with a stand
Project no. 2 - Stripes Millefiori Twisted Wine Bottle Stopper
Project no. 3 - Millefiori Buttons or Paper Clip Bookmarks
Project no. 4 - Backgroundless Mllefiori Flower Bracelet
or Napkin Holder made of solid polymer clay + VIDEO
Project no. 5 - Millefiori Cookie Cutter Letters + VIDEO;
                                2 variations on cutting finish

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Tutorial does not include instructions to create millefiori canes,
please use pre-made canes.

I just purchased and read the clear, concise tutorial. It is easy to
understand for the novice as well as the experienced. The pictures
are great and easy to follow. I will be checking on your other
tutorials. Thank You!
Gladys Mealey / Jan 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/how_to_use_polymer_clay_millefiori_canesClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 23
How to use your millefiori canes to
create final products - Tutorial & Video

3+1 bonus Projects & Ideas to Use Polymer Clay Millefiori Canes

Millefiori canning in polymer clay is one of the popular niches and it's also my
favorite. Vol. 23 tutorial demonstrates 4 creative ideas for using polymer clay
millefiori canes in original ways.

This PDF file is the 3rd volume on "The Complete How-to Use Millefiori Canes" for
creating colorful art.
The designs shown in this tutorial can be taken to almost any project, jewel, home
decor,  accessories,  wall  hanging -  the possibi l it ies are endless.

Table of Content -
Project no. 1 - Millefiori Business Card Decoration Vertical Stripes Layering
Project no. 2 - Millefiori Round Pocket Mirror Decoration - "Pie Slicing"
Project no. 3 - Millefiori KeyChain Notebook "Check board"
Project no. 4 - Millefiori Cutlery -  FREE VIDEO

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Tutorial does not include instructions to create millefiori canes,
please use pre-made canes.

I won one of the First Year Anniversary prizes. I was so happy when
I read my number!!!
Even though I have purchased most of Iris' tutorials about Millefiori,
I decided to give it a try to the other projects, and it was totally
worth it. I love these tutorials! Keep 'em coming!!!
Good Job Teacher.
Patty Z Tzioni / Jan 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/how_to_use_polymer_clay_millefiori_canesClick HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 24
�See-Through� Jewelry
Tutorial & Video

Vol. 24 bracelets tutorial combines the perfect mix of polymer clay, a leather like
finish, cut-out classic shapes, double/triple layers peeking through the holes &
textures hidden in.

This tutorial demonstrates 6 designs for creating elegant and attractive jewelry
using triple/double layered clay sheets and cut-out shapes.

In this class you will learn how to create and incorporate the pattern in circular
bracelets, hexagon bracelet, a round ring and a "mosquito" mesh bracelet.
plus - a 21 minutes VIDEO is included!

What�s included in the tutorial?
'Leather-like' hexagon bracelet tutorial + Video
Triple layered hexagon bracelets tutorial
Mosquito mesh "see through" bracelet tutorial
"See through" ring tutorial
circular multi color "see through" bracelet

44 pages PDF file, 160+ full color photos, 21 minutes VIDEO.

The possibilities are endless!
This technique can be easily adapted to flat designs, beads and other cuffs or bracelets.

Pre-requisites: previous experience with polymer clay is helpful.

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Thank you. Received the tutorial in prompt fashion. It is full of wonderful, clear pictures and detailed
instructions. Terrific!
Bonnie Perry / Feb 2011

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/polypediaonline_see_throughClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 25
�The Brocade Collection� Tutorial & Videos

Get the most comprehensive tutorial for wearable purses & pouches - 4 projects,
43 pages PDF file, over 160 photos and 8 videos;

Learn how to create one-of-a-kind, original and creative mix media products
that upgrade your polymer clay skills in 24 hours!

The Brocade collection is an innovative product tutorial which was created from a fashion design
inspiration & perspective. Mixing materials, combining techniques, seeking for intriguing shapes and
patterns was the main goal of this class.
The simplicity and practical uses of this design can show you how you can develop it further with any
design, pattern, color or texture you wish.
The "Brocade Collection" purses were featured on the cover of winter 2011 "The Polymer Arts"
Magazine.

In this tutorial you will learn how to create an unusual mix media product that can be transformed
into endless shapes & designs with more than 160 photos and 8 comprehensive videos .

We will use simple tools and materials to create a unique design;
Learn a clever-easy technique to imitate a rich brocade fabric look using materials almost every woman
owns;
Create functional and original designs for zippered cases, pouches and purses in several techniques.
Combine between soft materials (fabric, zipper) and stiff materials (polymer clay) to create a perfect
match.
Incorporate the elegant brocade technique into your jewelry - a beautiful bracelet!

KIT - Get the tools and materials to start creating immediately, along with 2 CD's and a kit
sent directly to your home in a gift box!
Get a 5 cm (2 inch) oven proof hemisphere metal form, a fabric sheet and a zipper sent to your
home to create your own hemisphere pouch/purse. The metal form is ideal for this project and for
other uses as well.

                                                              Success guaranteed!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

TOP
Seller!

I have been making polymer clay jewelry since Oct. of 2010. I started from no knowledge until I
found Iris's tuts. Since then my skills have increased and I have enjoyed every single tut that I have
purchased from her. I highly recommend ALL of these for all level of clayers!!!
Heidi Wyrick / Feb 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/polypediaonline_brocade_hemisphereClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 26
Advanced Millefiori Flower Canning

Your absolute guide to elaborated & advanced level flower canes!
Now you can become a skilled "caner" - learn how to create artistic flower canes,
beautiful designs, accurate background fi l l ing & perfect results!

In Vol. 26 - advanced flower canes PART I tutorial we will cover the following flower canes
-
1. 3D Kanzashi flower - with a beautiful skinner blended petal imitating a silk fabric flower
2. Multi Dots & Petals Flower - using a gradient skinner blend and an easy technique for
creating stamens
3. Double Petal Kanzashi Flower - another feathery flower petal imitating a fabric flower
using skinner blends and inserts.
4. Butterfly Wing Flower - a simple and elegant multi-petal flower design - 2 variations

Each flower is accompanied by a very detailed video demonstrating the process of creating
the cane from start to finish!

VIDEOS
A special addition to the PDF tutorials -Unlimited
access to online videos.

Vol. 26 Videos
1. 3D Kanzashi Flower - 30 minutes
2. Multi Dots & Petals Flower - 22 minutes
3. Double Petal Kanzashi Flower -27 minutes
4. Butterfly Wing Flower - 8 minutes + detailed photos in the PDF file
=> Pre-requisites: previous experience with skinner blends is helpful.

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Thank you so very much for the beautiful tutorials, I will get working on them this coming week,
your work is amazing, and I am honoured to have you for a teacher, many thanks!
Wild Heart Dreams / May 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/advanced_polymer_clay_millefiori_flower_canesClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 27
Advanced Millefiori Flower Canning

Your absolute guide to elaborated & advanced level flower canes!
Now you can become a skilled "caner" - learn how to create artistic flower canes,
beautiful designs, accurate background fi ll ing & perfect results!

In Vol. 27 - advanced flower canes PART II tutorial we will cover the following flower
canes -
1- Splash Flower - a unique petal design & a perfect background filling
2- Pin Wheel Flower - with petals effects and creating a unique petal's top
3- Linked Flower - to create a fancy flowery version of a Celtic knot cane
4- Red Shimmering Flower - for a wonderful glowing flower design
5- Illumination Flower - a bright design of a flower cane using simple techniques

Each flower is accompanied by a very detailed video demonstrating the process of creating
the cane from start to finish!

VIDEOS
A special addition to the PDF tutorials -
Password protected access to online videos.

Vol. 27 Videos
1- Splash Flower - 37 minutes
2- Pin Wheel Flower - ~10 minutes
3- Linked Flower - 19 minutes
4- Red Shimmering Flower - 18 minutes
5- Illumination Flower - 12 minutes
=> Pre-requisites: previous experience with skinner blends is helpful.

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Just wanted to to tell you that I read all the tutorials you kindly sent me. They are just wonderful.
Once more many thanks. You must be a very special person. Only a very special and kind person
can make such things. Have a sunny and colorfull day!
Jean, Switzerland / May 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/advanced_polymer_clay_millefiori_flower_canesClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 28
�The Mosquito Pack� - Mesh Necklace

Ever wondered If it's possible to create thin polymer clay beads and forms that
are strong, durable, flexible and light weight?

The ~Mosquito Jewelry~ set of tutorials (Vol. 14, 15, 24, 28, 29, 30) will teach you
all the secrets to create strong and durable designs and beads using a mosquito
mesh.

Vol. 28 offers the original mosquito necklace technique published in 2008 PolymerCAFE
Magazine.

In the "Mosquito Pack" Tutorials you will learn how to -
Use traditional & affordable materials to build sophisticated un-traditional designs
Build a solid foundation to a thin piece and create a durable and strong form that
will survive occasional falls or mild bending.
We will cover additional sub-techniques to create the shown designs - layering and
free-form sculpturing.
Recycle found objects into mix media designs - Use any metal mesh
you have!

Upgrade your art with a metal mesh to create a perfect
design of polymer clay and metal.

12 Pages PDF file with more than 40 photos to guide
you through.

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

it's finally time to thank Iris for her wonderful and very creative tutorials. i have quite a few now
and it so much fun to learn from them!!! you are a very gracious person and i feel like i'm beginning
to know you. thanks for your your generosity!!
suzanne baer, Switzerland / July 2011

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/mosquito_technique_tutorialsClick HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 29
�The Mosquito Pack� Pixel Painting Brooch

The ~Mosquito Jewelry~ tutorials are all about creating strong and durable designs
and beads using polymer clay and a metal mosquito mesh.

In this tutorial I used the mosquito mesh as a painting canvas to create a colorful
pixeled design. This high-tech brooch will look very elegant on every jacket or
jewel.

In the "Mosquito Pack" Tutorials you will learn how to -
Use traditional & affordable materials to build sophisticated un-traditional designs;
Build a solid foundation to a thin piece and create a durable and strong form that
will survive occasional falls;
We will cover sub-techniques to create the shown designs - painting the mesh
pixels with un-traditional materials;
Recycle found objects into mix media designs - Use any metal mesh you have;

Upgrade your art with a metal mesh to
create a perfect design of polymer clay and
metal.

12 Pages PDF file with more than 40 photos to guide you through.

This tutorial includes access to a 10 minutes video!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

As always, you never cease to amaze us with your talent and your new creative ideas. Thanks so
much! In this busy world, you have been so gracious to actually respond to my e-mail questions,
which I so deeply appreciate. You are one of a very special kind!! Absolutely love your "Mosquitio"
package & CD. It was a joy and true inspiration to see the artist at work. Don't stop. You are loved
dearly!
Barbara Porter / July 2011

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/mosquito_technique_tutorialsClick HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 30
�The Mosquito Pack� - Mesh Flowers

Ever wondered If it's possible to create thin polymer clay beads and forms that
are strong, durable, flexible and light weight?

The ~Mosquito Jewelry~ set of tutorials (Vol. 14, 15, 24, 28, 29, 30) will teach
you all the secrets to create strong and durable designs and beads using a
mosquito mesh.

This tutorial demonstrates how to create beautiful, easy and strong sculpted
flowers, which can be duplicated and transformed into endless designs, shapes
and colors and used as a decoration in a vessel placed on your table or a sculpted
pin on your bag or jacket.

The 2 main benefits of designing flowers with a mesh embedded inside are first,
giving extra strength to the piece and second - giving it extra volume. The mesh
"holds" the piece firmer compared to a  single or two layered sheet flower.

Upgrade your art with a metal mesh to create a perfect design of polymer clay
and metal.

17 Pages PDF file with more than 40 photos to guide you through.

A 17 minutes video is included in this tutorial.

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

I'm a retired professional and now a novice Polymer Clay hobbyist but I judge my purchased
tutorials as if I were still working and Iris Mishly receives an A+++ from me. All tutorials are well
presented from subject detail, user guidance and insired creativity. The package didn't take long
to arrive from Israel and she took the time to include a nice note to me personally. What a wonderful
time I'm going to have working from her teaching into my own particular ideas she inspires. Thank
you Iris and best wishes for your business. Leigh Anne / Houston, Tx. USA / Aug 2011

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/mosquito_technique_tutorialsClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 31
�Fold Your Way with Polymer Clay�

Ribbons braiding, paper weaving, fabric coiling, newspaper rolling and even metal
folding. It's Here! The art of folding, weaving and rolling polymer clay!

The most comprehensive chapter on how to create "foldable clay" using folding
techniques - Vol. 31 includes:
2FOLD, 4FOLD, Free Fold and several additional folds to design elegant and
glamorous pieces (projects include 2 bracelets designs, 2 earrings designs, rings,
focal beads and necklace stringing).

46 pages PDF file; 8 Videos (total time of 103 minutes)

Table of content -
How to create the 4FOLD technique using 4,3,2 colors and a single color plus
stringing a necklace with folded beads.
How to create 2FOLD beads and combine it in an elaborated bracelet and cuff
jewelry.
How to create 4FOLD marbled beads and string them into earrings.
How to create 4FOLD Free Form (4 F's) and create a set of dangled earrings.
How to create Sea Urchin Folded beads and create a focal bead to a necklace.
How to create a folded flower ring in 6 minutes.

Polymer clay folding, is a technique you'll want to add
to your skills repertoire!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Wow, just go the new tutorial for the folded technique. I just had
a quick squiz thru (at work) and it looks fantastic, can't wait to get
going. Thanks Iris. Wonderful work.
Sandra Jones / Aug 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/polymer_clay_folding_weaving_rollingClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 32
Black and White Weaved Cuff Tutorial

Ribbons braiding, paper weaving, fabric coiling, newspaper rolling and
even metal folding. It's Here! The art of folding, weaving
and rolling polymer clay!

Learn a simple weaving technique to create an elegant and minimalist
jewel that will be a perfect match with any outfit.

16 pages PDF file and 23 minutes video included in this tutorial.

Vol. 32 offers you a class on how to create a classic black and white
weaved cuff from start to finish including sanding and buffing.

This weaving technique can be used for designs such as coasters, wall
decor, jewelry, pendants, pens, beads and more.

Polymer clay weaving - a wonderful technique you'll want to add to
your skills repertoire!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

These tutorials were sent very quickly and are absolutely beautiful,
a great addition to anyones library. Great pictures and instructions.
I would definitely order from Iris again!
Wendy Bester (Etsy) / Aug 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/polymer_clay_folding_weaving_rollingClick HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 33
Cinnamon Rolls Bracelet

Ribbons braiding, paper weaving, fabric coiling, newspaper rolling and even
metal folding. It's Here! The art of folding, weaving
and rolling polymer clay!

Vol. 33 tutorial will teach you how to create a 3 dimensional design using
geometric elements and patterns to create a breath-taking and intriguing
polymer clay jewel - the cinnamon roll bracelet is a sure hit!

This bracelet won 3rd place in European �Voila� October 2011 monthly
challenge.

13 pages PDF file; 15 minutes video, unlimited access!

Learn how to create a hot and sweet cinnamon roll bracelet (with 0 calories!)
and integrate striped rolls in our design. The tutorial includes instruction to
create my popular stripes sheets.

Polymer clay rolling is a new technique you'll want to
add to your skills repertoire!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Thank you! I can not wait to try out the tutorials.
Thank you also for being so prompt - I received
the tutorial within half an hour of payment -
excellent
mimisbeadstudio / Oct 2011

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/polymer_clay_folding_weaving_rollingClick HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 34
�Enchanted Garden� - Millefiori Leaves,
Petals and Flower Canes Tutorial

The Enchanted Garden project was born after a visit to a gardening nursery with
an idea to create a special tutorial for unique, fantasy leaves canes.

Advanced, sophisticated, un-usual, imaginary designs with surprising colors are the
main goal of this tutorial.
You will learn to create one cane - and get 3 options! Leaves, petals & flowers!

In this set of tutorials, there are no traditional everyday flowers -
In the "Enchanted Garden" set you will discover imaginary, marvelous canes that will
spark your inspiration and give you endless new ideas for your next designs and
polymer clay projects.

Vol. 34 includes 3 Canes & 3 Videos -
The Ripples Leaf Cane - How to create a dazzling petal/leaf cane using only 3 colors
and 3 rolls in the pasta machine.
5 Minutes Fantasy Leaf Cane - How to create a wonderful gradient effect in 5 minutes
without really creating a skinner blend.
Twins 2 in 1 Leaf Cane - How to create a multi purpose double sided leaf you can
use separately as 2 different canes or combine together into a single multi options
cane!

What will you learn in the Enchanted Garden Tutorials?
Save time!
Create 3D effects inside your canes;
Special focus on advanced and un-traditional petals;
Twist and shape blends into geometric designs;
Discover how to create multi- purpose millefiori canes and more!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Got the entire Enchanted series plus the cd's. Love the variety of canes.
Very glad I got the whole series - lots of great ideas.
Fran Rezac / Jan 2012

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/EnchantedGarden_Tutorial_Millefiori_Leaves_CanesClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 35
�Enchanted Garden� - Millefiori Leaves,
Petals and Flower Canes Tutorial
The Enchanted Garden project was born after a visit to a gardening nursery with an idea
to create a special tutorial for unique, fantasy leaves canes.

Advanced, sophisticated, un-usual, imaginary designs with surprising colors are the main
goal of this tutorial.
You will learn to create one cane - and get 3 options! Leaves, petals & flowers!

In this set of tutorials, there are no traditional everyday flowers -
In the "Enchanted Garden" you will discover imaginary, marvelous canes that will spark
your inspiration and give you endless new ideas for your next designs and polymer clay
projects.

Vol. 35 includes 4 Canes & 4 Videos
Spring Confetti Leaf Cane - How to create a cool leaf cane made almost entirely from
leftovers & scrap canes and connect it's lines to create a hexagon/ pentagon shapes inside
a flower!
The Globe Leaf Cane - Discover "new continents" on your new cane! How to create the
most fun and easy leaf you ever made with a final result that is always a surprise!
Beetle Swirl Leaf Cane - How to create a cheerful spiral "bug eyes" cane and it's eyes are
creating another inner flower!
Candy Land Leaf Cane - SPECIAL BONUS!
How to create a fun cane made of skinner blends, inserts and colors!

What will you learn in the Enchanted Garden Tutorials?
Save time!
Create 3D effects inside your canes;
Special focus on advanced and un-traditional petals;
Twist and shape blends into geometric designs;
Discover how to create multi- purpose millefiori canes and more!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

I bought the entire Enchanted Garden Series and I LOVE IT!!!
Iris Mishly does it again. Fantastic flowers, very creative and unique. Thank you Iris!
Patty Z / Dec 2012

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/EnchantedGarden_Tutorial_Millefiori_Leaves_CanesClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 36
�Enchanted Garden� - Millefiori Leaves,
Petals and Flower Canes Tutorial

The Enchanted Garden project was born after a visit to a gardening nursery with an idea
to create a special tutorial for unique, fantasy leaves canes.

Advanced, sophisticated, un-usual, imaginary designs with surprising colors are the main
goal of this tutorial.
You will learn to create one cane - and get 3 options! Leaves, petals & flowers!

In this set of tutorials, there are no traditional everyday flowers -
In the "Enchanted Garden" you will discover imaginary, marvelous canes that will spark
your inspiration and give you endless new ideas for your next designs and polymer clay
projects.

Vol. 36 includes 3 Canes & 3 Videos
Checkered Surprise Leaf Cane - How to create a sophisticated looking petal, almost
hypnotizing yet very simple to create.

The Pixel Leaf Cane - How to create a marvelous pattern cane that is so easy to create
with a final stunning result.

Ocean Wave Leaf Cane - How to create a relaxing and peaceful cane created with skinner
blend slices, placed in a wavy, curly form.

What will you learn in the Enchanted Garden Tutorials?
Save time!
Create 3D effects inside your canes;
Special focus on advanced and un-traditional petals;
Twist and shape blends into geometric designs;
Discover how to create multi- purpose millefiori canes and more!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

je viens de recevoir les cd rom dans une belle boite de présentation, les videos sont claires et très bien
expliquées, une vrai merveille! merci beaucoup pour les petits cadeaux dans le colis, c'est une agréable
attention pour les fêtes.
AURELLE / Jan 2012

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/EnchantedGarden_Tutorial_Millefiori_Leaves_CanesClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 37
�Enchanted Garden� - Millefiori Leaves,
Petals and Flower Canes Tutorial

The Enchanted Garden project was born after a visit to a gardening nursery with an
idea to create a special tutorial for unique, fantasy leaves canes.

Advanced, sophisticated, un-usual, imaginary designs with surprising colors are the main
goal of this tutorial.
You will learn to create one cane - and get 3 options! Leaves, petals & flowers!

In this set of tutorials, there are no traditional everyday flowers -
In the "Enchanted Garden" you will discover imaginary, marvelous canes that will spark
your inspiration and give you endless new ideas for your next designs and polymer clay
projects.

Vol. 37 includes 4 Canes & 4 Videos
Laser Beams Leaf Cane - How to create a glowing magical pattern achieved by colors
and skinner blends combination.
Fireworks Leaf Cane - How to create a star bursting petal cane that creates thrilling
rounded halo when assembled into a flower cane.
Rain Drops Leaf Cane - How to create a charming delicate cane, almost like a real leaf
with water drops after the rain.
Ray of Light Leaf Cane SPECIAL BONUS!
How to create a fun cane creating 3D effect by using skinner blend in various positions
and options.

What will you learn in the Enchanted Garden Tutorials?
Save time!
Create 3D effects inside your canes;
Special focus on advanced and un-traditional petals;
Twist and shape blends into geometric designs;
Discover how to create multi-  purpose mi l lef iori  canes and more!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

thank you so much really i love your e-book
i wish in the future get all the tutorials
dalal abdullah almotairi / Jan 2011

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/EnchantedGarden_Tutorial_Millefiori_Leaves_CanesClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 38
The SkyScraper Technique -
Necklace, Bracelet and Brooch Tutorial

Did you ever wonder if you could use liquid polymer clay to create exquisite, irresistible
designs anyone looking at it won't believe it's clay?

How can you extract the best of it and use it for more than just merely an adhesive
or a transfer assistant?

Liquid polymer clay is a wonderful medium, however, it  is not popular among many
polymer clay artists.
Why? Well, mainly because it is hard to use for more than an adhesive or transfer
assistant, without being creative.

In the new Skyscraper tutorial we will NOT follow the regular procedure of creating and
curing. In this technique we will FIRST cure our materials and only then, work and design
our final product.
Sounds crazy? Yes! but possible.

If you're not into traditional polymer clay work or looking for new ways to expand your
artistic polymer clay passion - this class is for you!

In the new special "liquidy" edition you will learn -
Vol. 38 - The Skyscraper Technique
 In Vol. 38 Skyscraper technique we will learn how to create 2 final projects with special
3D affects, metallic and glowing optical illusions - The skyline pin and the sparkly
Skyscraper tile beads.
 The tile beads project can be turned into an electrifying bracelet, a statement necklace
and other endless designs!
 Lot's of special "tricks" in this tutorial! Use materials you never imagined that will work
together! It is not silver and not silver leaf!
 ==> Included in Vol. 38 - a super detailed 45 minutes video with all the steps necessary
to complete your projects from start to finish.

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Everything you do is fun - a pleasure to learn and always so beautifully professional! You have earned
the a title of "Master' in this medium!"       Barb, CA, U.S.A/ March 2012

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/polymer_clay_tutorial_skyscraper_flakes_techniqueClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 39
The �Flakes� Technique
DiscChic Jewelry & Faux Stanined Glass Flower

Did you ever wonder if you could use liquid polymer clay to create exquisite, irresistible
designs anyone looking at it won't believe it's clay?

How can you extract the best of it and use it for more than just merely an adhesive
or a transfer assistant?

Liquid polymer clay is a wonderful medium, however, it  is not popular among many
polymer clay artists.
Why? Well, mainly because it is hard to use for more than an adhesive or transfer
assistant, without being creative.

in Vol. 39 we will create 2 stunning projects from start to finish -
@ A beautiful DiscChic necklace & an earring set using the "Flakes" technique including
gloss finish and stringing.
@ A faux stained glass flower pins using the "Flakes" technique including resin finish.

Vol. 39 tutorial is an addition to my previous best selling tutorial "DiscChic jewelry" (Vol.
18), and will give you another glimpse into the wonderful possibilities available for using
liquid polymer clay and DiscChic blanks.

 ==> Included in Vol. 39 - 2 Videos:
A 16 minutes video demonstrating the creation of the "flakes" technique and combining
it into DiscChic metal blanks, curing and stringing the discs into a necklace and an earring
set.
A 19 minutes video demonstrating the creation of the faux stained glass "flakes" flowers
from start to finish including resin applying.

If you can squeeze your liquid polymer clay bottle - You can create the Flakes technique!

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

I just bought the new tutorial by Mishly Iris and I must say that it has piqued my curiosity. There is also
a great video to accompany the PDF and it's done very well for me that I know very little English.
Anne M., Italy, posted in an Italian forum

Customers say...

http://polypediaonline.com/133688/polymer_clay_tutorial_skyscraper_flakes_techniqueClick HERE!

Class Level

Easy & simple -
Any one can do it!



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 40
INKredible Polymer
create fabulous projects using alcohol inks on polymer clay!

Long before the era of digital age, with laptops, ipads and smart phones, there was
only INK.
Can you imagine how the world would look like without INK?

Thousands of years ago, the human kind began using ink for writing.
This was the beginning of a wonderful journey for this fascinating material, and for
the last months, also for me.

My new tutorial is dedicated to a unique relationship between polymer clay and INK
INKredible Polymer.

Although I was a complete beginner using alcohol inks, a special request by a friend
introduced me into a new adventure. Studying, researching, experimenting, practicing,
mixing, and learning all about Alcohol inks, head to tow, top to bottom.

In Vol. 40 - INKredible Polymer I you will learn how to create:

=> A complete class on creating 2 exquisite "Expressionist" overlapping bracelets using
alcohol inks. The special "painted" result is created by one simple trick you will use at
the end of the class.
=> The Pointy pair necklace - Use colorful inked sheets to create a stylish a-symmetric
design you can turn into a brooch, a pendant or bracelet tiles.
=> The Sparkling towers pendants are a fun game of bargello pattern & ink. Shiny straps
turning into a glowing jewel.
=> Charming mosaic mirror -  Play with shimmer inked squares to create a spectacular
mosaic mirror . Here is a good reason to make a smiley face!

==> Included in Vol. 40 - 3 super detailed videos with all the steps necessary to complete
your projects from start to finish.

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

All those tutorials and then a pendant to top that. I am so glad you offered such a bargain on your
package. I think I have every tutorial you have offered. Love them all. Always easy to follow directions
and such an array of ideas with tremendous artistic talent. Love your work Iris!!!"
Peggy Barnes, USA

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/INKredible_PolymerClay_AlcoholINKS_TutorialClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 41
INKredible Polymer
create fabulous projects using alcohol inks on polymer clay!

Long before the era of digital age, with laptops, ipads and smart phones, there was
only INK.
Can you imagine how the world would look like without INK?

Thousands of years ago, the human kind began using ink for writing.
This was the beginning of a wonderful journey for this fascinating material, and for
the last months, also for me.

Have you ever been excited about trying a new material with polymer clay
but had no idea how to even start working with it?

You may have heard the term "Alcohol Ink" but not sure how to use it?

Are you looking for a new ideas to use Alcohol Ink on cured, un-cured and liquid
polymer clay?

In Vol. 41 - INKredible Polymer II you will learn how to create:
=> �Fabric Fantastic" silk and satin triangle bracelets - 2 techniques for applying alcohol
inks. These statement bracelets are a proof that polymer clay can mimic anything - Silk!
Satin! Endless options.
=> "Flower Power" eye-candy pendants  -  festive, easy and so fun!
In this project you will learn to create 2 versions of marvelous floral pendants using
simple tools and materials you can use while waiting for your appointment :) You wouldn't
want to stop creating these!
=> The fashionable Spotty flat bangles project - use embossing ink and my special trick
to achieve the unusual spotty design.

==> Included in Vol. 41 - 3 super detailed videos with all the steps necessary to complete
your projects from start to finish.

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

Only by chance I detected some videos on Youtube, Iris´ tutorials have surpassed my expectations. They
are excellently illustrated, so that I will sharpen the blade and oil the pasta machine to get started as
soon as possible...Thank you so much from Germany.....
Horst, Germany

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/INKredible_PolymerClay_AlcoholINKS_TutorialClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.



PolyPediaOnline Vol. 42
INKredible Polymer
create fabulous projects using alcohol inks on polymer clay!

Long before the era of digital age, with laptops, ipads and smart phones, there was
only INK.
Can you imagine how the world would look like without INK?

Thousands of years ago, the human kind began using ink for writing.
This was the beginning of a wonderful journey for this fascinating material, and for
the last months, also for me.

Have you ever been excited about trying a new material with polymer clay
but had no idea how to even start working with it?

You may have heard the term "Alcohol Ink" but not sure how to use it?

Are you looking for a new ideas to use Alcohol Ink on cured, un-cured and liquid
polymer clay?

In Vol. 42- INKredible Polymer III you will learn how to create:

=> "Garden Walkway" - A hexagon bracelet AND 2 bold neck piece projects using alcohol
inks and liquid polymer clay in an un-traditional way.

 => The "Luminous Metallics" jewelry - 2 trendy projects with deep metallic colors, 3D
effects and shimmering beads - Use materials you never imagined that will work together!
My neighbor LOVED her new jewel!  =====>>

==> Included in Vol. 42 - 2 super detailed videos with all the steps necessary to complete
your projects from start to finish.

PolyPediaOnline Tutorials Catalog

I have ordered several of your tutorials. I "play" with a lot of different crafts and am literally just beginning
my journey into polymer clay. Your tutorials are exceptional and very clear. Can't wait to embark on my
new creative adventure! Thank you, thank you, thank you!
Michaelene, USA

Customers say...

http://www.polypediaonline.com/133688/INKredible_PolymerClay_AlcoholINKS_TutorialClick HERE!

Class Level

Intermediate,
Previous experience
with polymer clay
is helpful.
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Why choose PolyPediaOnline?

If you�re reading this, you�re either into polymer clay as a hobby, you're a curious polymer clay artist, wish to start your
business in polymer clay or possibly you just heard about polymer clay, for the very first time.

Either way you�re here because you�re looking for new things to learn and enhance your polymer clay abilities; If you just
heard about polymer clay you may want to learn more or get started.
Whatever the reason, you�re in the right place!

 PolyPediaOnline Vs. Workshop/Class?
If you want to learn polymer clay, you can participate in one or more polymer clay classes, maybe if you�re lucky you�ll
find a full course on the subject you are interested in where you live, maybe you would have to travel far, OR you can
choose to learn at PolyPediaOnline, choose your own subjects, at your home, your own pace, when you want and get the
best tutorials online on a specific subject you are interested in.

 What are your benefits if you decide to buy a tutorial here at PolyPediaOnline?
Each tutorial covers a specific subject; before you purchase a tutorial you�ll know exactly what you�re getting. In
PolyPediaOnline each Vol is covering a wide range of projects/techniques on the same subject, this way you have all-in-
one like a real Encyclopedia.

 When do you learn the PolyPediaOnline tutorials?
Whenever! on your own free time, at 5:00pm or 3:00am, it�s your decision. Whether you�re an employee by day and
polymer clay artist by night, a busy mom or an eager enthusiastic. Have a quick run through or a long dedicated session,
it�s up to you, to your ability, to your preferences. Too tired to learn anything today? No problem, no hassle! Do it tomorrow,
or the next day. You didn�t quite get the last stage? Check it out again. Read it once more, try it again, no one will speed
you up, no one will be �moving on to the next stage�, AND you are always welcome to email me with your questions, i
am online quite a lot :)

What about the prices?
The price of the tutorials is so affordable, that you�ll be able to purchase much more knowledge and start creating in
polymer clay in no time! You�ll be able to get the quickest, most convenient and rewarding return on your investment,
ever!



Frequently Asked Questions

Where do I see all your tutorials and prices?
Enter www.polypediaonline.com and click �content table� for a full list of all tutorials. Click on the tutorial you wish and
you will be forwarded to it�s details, price and payment.

How can I purchase a PolyPediaOnline tutorial?
All tutorials are sold through PayPal�s service. Use your PayPal account.
choose the tutorial or tutorials you wish to buy, click on the "Add to Cart" button below the tutorial picture and follow
the purchase process. You will be taken to PayPal web site, where this transaction will be completed securely. If you want
to purchase several tutorials, add them all to your cart and you will be forwarded to checkout.
Once your payment comes through I receive a notification message and send you your purchased tutorial or tutorials.

Do you guarantee privacy?
Yes. absolutely. I do not share any information about my customers with any other people or organizations.
Please be assured that if you decide to join my mailing list, your email address will only be used as a communication tool
between you and me. It will never be published to any public domain and will never be shared with any third party.

How will I get my tutorial/tutorials?
By Email - All tutorials will be sent to you by E-mail in PDF format, as soon as I receive the payment notification message
from PayPal. Please verify that your email in PayPal is correct, and up to date; or specify a different email address you
would like me to use, for your tutorials.
By Post (CD) - You may choose to get your tutorial by a CD wrapped in a gift box to give to a polymer clay friend or for your
own personal use. Under each tutorial photo, in the products pages, you will find a drop down menu with a special price
for CD version sent to your home address.

How quickly will you send my tutorials?
Each tutorial is sent personally by me and should be with you within 48 hours of your purchase, thus, allowing for the time
differences between countries. The links are not automated. I do try to check my email as frequent as possible.

How much do you charge for shipping?
Since the tutorials are sent by email, there are no shipping fees for most of them.
CD�s and KITS sent to your home address are priced with additional shipping costs.
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Join me @
www.polypediaonline.com

and you�re about to meet a different world
of polymer clay knowledge!

Thank you!  :)

Iris Mishly


